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ABSTRACT 
The solution to a geometric problem arising in the theory of ordinary differential 
equations is given. The angle between two cones defined relative to a decomposition 
H = U@V, where H is a Hilbert space, is determined in terms of the angle between 
the subspaces and the cone constants. 
INTRODUCTION 
We present here a solution to a geometric problem whose origin lies in 
ordinary differential equations. The solution is facilitated by the use of a 
classical identity involving Gram determinants. We first briefly describe the 
original setting. 
In the theory of exponential dichotomies for linear ODES [4] r’= A(t)x, 
solutions can be decomposed into Zower and upper solutions x(t) = x,(t) + 
x2(t), which go to zero as t + + CQ or as t + - 03 respectively, and the angles 
between x,(t) and x,(t) are uniformly bounded away from zero. A linear 
perturbation of the original system, y’ = [A(t)+ B(t)]y, will possess similar 
properties if llBl1 is sufficiently small, and we wish to measure, among other 
things, how close together, in the sense of angle, the new lower solutions 
yJt> and upper solutions yJt) can become for solutions y(t) = yJt)+ y,(t). 
The original system with its decomposition of solutions induces a time- 
dependent direct-sum decomposition U,@V, of the underlying vector space 
(usually R”), where U, = {xl(t)}, that is, the subspace of all lower solution 
values at time t, and V, =(x,(t)], th e subspace of upper solution values at 
time t. This decomposition has a corresponding projection Pt: P,x(t) = x,(t). 
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Then, for the new solutions y(t) we can decompose both y,(t) and y,(t) with 
respect to U,@V,, so y,(t) = u,(t)+ u,(t), where u,(t) = P,y,(t), u,(t) = 
(I - P,)y,(t), i = 1,2. The th eory of differential equations allows us to bound 
Iv,(t)J/lu,(t)l and lu,(t)l/Iv,(t)l. Intuitively this means y,(t) is close (in 
angle) to U,, and y,(t) is close to V,. Since U, and V, do not get very close, 
y,(t) and y,(t) must stay apart also; precisely how far apart is our question. 
The abstraction of this problem to a purely geometric one is exactly the 
problem posed here. Intuition suggests the correct answer, but the proof was 
initially very intricate. R. I?. Vinograd first solved the problem, but did not 
publish the result. Here we will present a shorter, more direct solution of the 
problem. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let H be a separable, real or complex Hilbert space, with a nontrivial 
decomposition, H = U@V, into two closed subspaces [in the terminology of 
Massera and Schaffer, (U, V) is a disjoint closed dihedron]. Denote the inner 
product on H by (a;). The norm on H, denoted by 1.1, satisfies ]x12 =(x,x). 
The angle between two nonzero elements x, y in H, denoted L(X, y), is 
defined by the equation 
The angle between the subspaces U and V is defined as L(V, V) = 
inf{L(u,u): u E U, c E V}. It is known that L(U, V) satisfies csc L(U, V) = 
]]I’]], where P : H + U is the associated projection [2, p. 281. 
Let C, and C, be defined as follows, for i = 1,2: 
Cj={xi E H:xi=ui+ui, ui=U, ui EV, luil=rilui(}, (1) 
where ri and r2 are positive constants. We call these cones, for reasons 
apparent by considering examples in [w2 or Iw3, although these are not exactly 
abstract cones, as they are not closed under vector addition. These cones are 
closed under scalar multiplication. Naturally, the angle between two cones is 
defined as L(C,,C,) = inflL(r,, x,): x1 E C,, x2 E C,). Our problem is to 
compute L(C,, C,), and we will show that L(C,,C,) can be expressed solely 
in terms of t-i, ra, and L(U, V) and has a simple geometric interpretation. 
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Since the cones are closed under scalar multiplication, it is equivalent to 
write 
L(C,,C,) =inf{min{L( cx,,dx,):c,dscalars}:x,EC,,x,EC,}. (2) 
If we let fI = min{L(cr,,dx,)}, then 0 satisfies 
(3) 
In the real case, 8 is the smaller of the two angles L(x,, re> and r - L(x,, x,), 
but in the complex case, the scalar multiples of xi and x2 form planes 
instead of lines, and 0 is interpreted as an angle between two planes in Iw4. 
This is seen from 
whence 
cos2 L(cx,,d3t2) < Ihw12 l(wdl” 
1421~~212 = ld21~212 ’ 
but for some nonzero scalars (cx,, dx2) will be real. For example, let d = 1, 
c = (xi, x2). Then equality is attained, but L(cx,,dxs) is minimized if 
cos2 L(cx,, dx,) is maximized, so the assertion (3) follows. Rearranging (3), 
we may write 
lx1121x212 sin2f3 = lx1121x212 - I( xl, x2) I2 
= det 
(Xi, Xl) (~,,~,I 
(~Z’X1) (X2>X2) 
=G(x,,x,), (4) 
which is a Gram determinant or Gramian. As 8 will be minimized if sin2 8 is 
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minimized, we can now say our problem is to 
Minimize sir? 0 = G( xi, x~)~x~~-~~x~~-~ (5) 
over all nonzero xi E C,, x2 E C,. 
We can and will assume x1 and x2 can be written 
xi = TiUi + Ui’ i = 1,2, 
for some unit vectors ui E U, ei E V. 
If H is complex, for simplicity we choose to identify H with a real 
Hilbert space in the natural way. If Iej) is an orthonormal basis for H, we can 
define a new inner product (. , * >* by 
( ej, ek)* = Sjk = (kj, ie,)*, (ej,iek)*=(iej,ek)*=O. 
Then H is viewed as a real space with orthonormal basis {ej,iejl, and it is 
an easy exercise to check that Re(r, y) =(x, y)*, so norms Ix12 = (r, r) and 
angles defined by lx I I y 1 cos ~(r, y) = Re(x, y) in H are preserved. 
2. INITIAL REDUCTION TO FOUR DIMENSIONS 
If xi = riui + USE Ci, i = 1,2, could achieve L(x,,x,)= L(C,,C,) then 
L(x,, x2) = L(C,, C,) also, where Ci, 6, are corresponding cones in the real 
span of {u,,u,, t~i, u2}. That is, 
ci = { yi E Ci : yi = alul + a2u2 + u3U1 + u402, aj real}. (6) 
We now view H as real, in any case. We thus need only consider the 
four-dimensional spaces fi = span{ u r, u2, ol, u2}, and the two-dimensional 
subspaces f!i = span{u,, u2} and q = span{v,, v,}, so B = fi@V’. It may be that 
~(fi,v:) > L(U, V). We will first find L(C,,C,) in terms of ri. r2 and 
L(~,P) for arbitrary nonzero x1 E C,,_x, E C,. We then will see that 
L(C,, 6,) is an increasing function of L(U, V). Then by taking either or both 
~(zr~, ui) to approach L(U,V), necessarily L(o,V) will also approach 
L(U, V), and L(C,, 6,) approaches L(C,, C,), so our problem will be solved. 
We will make calculations based on specific orthononnal bases and 
coordinates. We do not know of a coordinate-free method of solution. To 
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express a Gram determinant using coordinates, we find it very helpful to 
make use of the Cuuchy-Lagrange identity [3, p. 801 (cf. [l, pp. 246-2511): 
a=(ul,...,un), b=(b,,...,b,), ui,bi E R, 
G(a,b)= c ui bi2 
l<i<j<n I I uj bj ’ (7) 
where the inner product on R” is the usual one with respect to the standard 
orthonormal basis. This identity has higher dimensional analogues. 
For the special case that ui = ua, vi = os (two dimensions), the solution 
for L(C,,C,) becomes obvious geometrically. The solution in general will in 
fact reduce to this. A three-dimensional subcase could be considered, but we 
choose to treat that as a special case of the four-dimensional problem. 
3. THE FOUR-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 
We now assume B = o@V where 0, Q are two-dimensional subspaces of 
U and V respectively. We write L(o, V) = y. Since we now are in finite 
dimensions, there are unit vectors u E 0, 0 E V which attain L(u, v) = y. 
We write cos y = C and sin y = S, and we note that 
0 < L(U,V) <y < a/2. 
Let W be the orthogonal complement to 0 in 8. There is a unit vector 
w E W n span{u, u) such that 
v=cu+sw. 
Then take a unit vector u’ E 0 such that (u, u’) = 0 and a unit vector w’ E W 
such that (w, w’) = 0. There will exist a unit vector c’ E V n span{u’, w’} such 
that JI = L(u’, u’) < r//2, and then y < $ < r/2. Writing cos JI = c and 
sin * = s, 
1)) = cti+ SW’. 
{u, u’, w, w’) then is an orthonormal basis for R. 
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For some angles $i 
ui = cos 4i u + sin +i u’, i = 1,2. 
We also see that (u, 0’) = 0, so that for some angles pi 
oi = cos pi 2, + sin pi 2)‘, i = 1,2. 
In terms of this orthonormal basis for ti the coordinates of x1 and x2 are 
‘riCOS4i+CCOSpj 
f-i sin 4i + C sin pi 
xi = 
s cos pi 
\ 
s sin pi 
The norms of x1 and x2 which satisfy 
i = 1,2. (8) 
i = 1,2, (9) 
are seen to be maximized when u1 = u2 = u and o1 = c2 = V, or if 41 = 
& = p1 = pz = 0, in which case L(ui,ui) = y, i = 1,2. Considering (51, if we 
are fortunate enough that G(x,, x2> is also minimized simultaneously at these 
values, we will have minimized G(x,,~,)lx,l-~lr,l-~ (in 8) and so we will 
have found ~(6;,,6~>. We show this is the case. 
Using (7) and (8) we calculate 
where A, B, K, and L are the expressions 
A = r1 sin I$~ cos p2 - r2 sin &2 cos pl, 
B = r2 cos 42 sin p1 - rl cos dl sin pz, 
K=r,cos4,cosp2-r,cos4,cosp,, 
L = rl sin 41 sin pz - r2 sin 42 sin pl. 
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Further simplification yields 
G(xi,x,) = r~r~sin2(4, - 4,) +2 rlrZ sin( $i - 4,) (CA + cJ3) + A2 + B2 
+ 2cCAB + 2cCr,r, sin( $i - 6,) sin( pi - p2> + sin2( pi - p2) 
+2sin(p,--p,)(cA+CB)+S2K2+(1-~2)L2. (IO) 
We now notice that G(x,, x2) is quadratic in c, 0 < c < C, with leading 
coefficient - L2 < 0, so the overall minimum of G(x,, x2) must occur as the 
minimum of the case c = 0 or the case c = C. We are able to find 
the minimum in these two special cases, but then we can see how to attain 
this minimum for any c. 
First, it is not difficult to verify the identity 
A2 + B2 + K2 + L2 = rf + r; -2r,r, cos( +i - 4,) cos( pi - ~a). 
Case 1: c = 0. Using the identity, in this case (10) becomes 
+ P( rf + r;) - 2s2 rir2 cos(+i- 42) cos(Pl- P2> 
z S2( r1 - t2)2 
Case 2: c = C. In this case we obtain 
-2S2r,r2 COS(4I - 42 - Pl + P2) 
> S2( 7-l - r2)2. 
However, when 41 = & = pi = p2 = 0 in (lo), G(x,, x2) attains the value 
s%, - r2)2, so this is the minimum in all cases. Thus L (Ci, 6,) is 
minimized when we take appropriate xi, x2 E span(zr, ~1, which was the 
intuitive feeling we had. 
We also remark that these computations would have been much more 
difficult without the help of (7). 
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4. SOLUTION TO THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
Lastly, we note that the angle L(C’,,C,) as found above satisfies 
sin2 L(C,,C2) = 
s2( ?-I - r2)2 
(r-f +1+2r,c)(r; +1+2r,c) ’ 
(II) 
where S = sin y, C = cos y, and 0 < L(V, V) < y < rr/2, where y = L(o, V). 
It is easily checked that this is an increasing function of y; hence, so is 
L(d,,C& Going back to the original problem, we see that L(C,,C,)= 
inf(L(C,,C,>), and that this is found by considering x1 and x2, which 
determine 6, and C,, with the corresponding L(u,, vi) approaching L(V, V). 
(If H = Iw” or @“, equality can be attained.) Then y tends to L(V,V), so the 
final result is: the angle between the two cones C, and C, satisfies 
sin2 L( C,, C,) = 
sin2L(V,V)(r,-r2)2 
In finite dimensions we have a simple geometric interpretation. We can 
just consider a two-dimensional cross section of the whole picture in the span 
of two vectors u E U and v E V which attain L(u, v) = L(V,V). 
I would like to thank Robert Vinograd fm encouraging me to consider this 
problem and for several suggestions that made the solution go moTe smoothly. 
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